The Pangea Cup Mission of Diversity and Inclusion - Breaking borders in gaming

The spirit of the Pangea Cup is to democratize game development and give everyone a fair chance of
success.
For reasons both explicit and implicit, cultural, socioeconomic, or otherwise, many groups have inherent
barriers preventing them from gaining access to the platforms, players and tools that those more
fortunate may have at their disposal.
Through a platform-based analytical system and a dedication to fairness, the Pangea Cup will break
down the borders preventing past success and create an equal playing field for every indie developer,
quite possibly for the first time in gaming.
Additionally, The Pangea Cup will achieve greater parity in character creation and storytelling within the
games we feature, attempting to showcase social groups who often do not see themselves represented
in game design.
The Pangea Cup will accomplish its D&I mission by:
•
•
•

A fair platform, open to all, in order to discover the finalists for the show.
A mission to invite and encourage participation from a diverse set of games and game
developers.
Final show to be made up of a diverse group of executives, cast, talent and judges, ultimately
creating a more just competition.

As communities across the globe rally around people of color through the Black Lives Matter movement,
and social justice has become a rallying cry to create a more fair world, the Pangea Cup shares that
responsibility when it comes to video game development. We believe the best games are the most
accessible, connecting people and give them powers beyond whatever ailments, disabilities or
limitations they may possess.
From the faces and voices within the games, to those behind their creation and development, the
Pangea Cup pledges to foster a more inclusive world of gaming for the betterment of all of us who love
video games.
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